WEAPONS POLICY

No person, except as provided by law in the performance of the employment at City Hall, shall be allowed into City Hall while carrying, or under his/her control, any weapons that may inflict bodily harm or injury to another person.

This shall include, but not be limited to:

- FIREARMS
- EXPLOSIVES
- KNIVES
- MACHETE
- BOX CUTTERS
- METALLIC KNUCKLES OR SIMILAR
- NUNCHAKU OR SIMILAR
- MACE
- TASER
- COLLAPSIBLE BATON
- PLASTIC, REPLICA, OR SIMULATED WEAPONS

Firearms are not permitted inside Boston City Hall except for uniformed law enforcement officers or plain clothes officers who present proper police identification.

The carrying of certain knives and weapons is illegal under Massachusetts state law and city ordinance, and may subject the carrier to arrest.